Koolhoven FK.58 Gnome-Rhone Broplan injection kit
Monoplane fighter
Scale 1:72
The F.K.58 fighter, Koolhoven project 1166, was the
last aircraft designed and produced by Frits Koolhoven, although there exists a F.K.59 (a modified and
upgraded F.K.52) and some sources even report a further unknown F.K.60. It was a modern, state-of-the-art
fighter, which was developed against a French air
force specification. It came in the picture when negotiations to purchase the Curtiss Hawk 75A stalled in
February 1938 due to the high price asked by the
Americans, and Koolhoven agreed to develop the
F.K.58 as an interim fighter. The aircraft showed some
resemblance with the Fokker D.XXI, but although the
designer of that aircraft, Erich Schatzki, had moved in March 1938 from Fokker to Koolhoven, he does not
seem to be the designer of the F.K.58; at his arrival in 60% of the design was already completed. After a very
short development time of less than five months the prototype flew mid July 1938 with a Hispano-Suiza engine.
The aircraft sold to the French were to be equipped with a Gnome & Rhone engine. Due to insufficient availability of French equipment and instruments license production in France was started but only one aircraft left
that production line before the invasion of France. The F.K.58 was of mixed construction: a steel tube fuselage
with metal covering of the forward and top part and linen of the remainder and a wooden wing.

The Broplan kit comes in a carton box and contains
the injection plastic parts in two colours, two vacuum
formed clear plastic canopies and a set of decals for
the French Air Force livery. The aircraft modeled has
the registration number 11, of the 2nd
squadron based at Salon/Clermont in
June 1940. Some pictures of the aircraft are reproduced in the appendix.
The instruction sheet is simple, but
sufficient. It gives a summary of the
aircraft’s details, a three-view drawing, some exploded views illustrating the assembly and summary
painting instructions.
I have also
bought photoetched French
WW II seatbelts
from Eduard to
complete
the
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model.
Hooftman (ref.1), Wesselink (ref. 2, 3 and 12), ref. 4, Top (ref.5) and Het Vliegveld (ref. 6) report the dimensions of the FK.58 while Wesselink (ref 3) and ref. 4 also present a three-view drawing.
It is not clear in most cases whether the data reported are specific for the Gnome & Rhone version, or for the
prototype with the Hispano-Suiza engine. However, the pictures reproduced in the appendix are almost exclusively for the version with the Gnome & Rhone engine.
Span
Length
Height
Engine
Crew
Armament

Ref.
10.97 m
8.68 m
2.97 m
Gnome & Rhone 14N39 1030 hp
1
4 FN Browning 7.5

1:72
152.4 mm
120.6 mm
41.3 mm

model
151.5 mm
118.7mm
42.0 1 mm

General
The plastic parts in the kit had a lot of flash; the frame with the
green parts showed a record flash thickness of 0.4 mm, so the cleaning up required even more effort as for a resin kit, as the resin breaks
away neater than the plastic. The picture at the right shows the parts
of the fuselage and engine after they had been removed from the
sprues. Especially the flash on the two green engine parts is noteworthy.
The parts in the second picture are from left to right and top to bottom: propeller and spinner, exhaust, gun sight and antenna on top of
fuselage (will be replaced by copies that I will construct from metal
wire), other exhaust, top main landing gear door, rear wall of main
wheel bay, other top main landing gear door, main landing gear
door, main landing gear leg and support strut, same for the other
main landing gear leg, antenna under fuselage (to be replaced by
metal copy), main landing gear wheels, horizontal tail plane and
support struts (struts will be made from streamline profile), same for
the other side and tail wheel. As can be seen, there is ample spare
plastic in the form of flash.
After cleaning the parts I
have modified quite a number of them to better fit the model (a list
of modifications and corrections is included in the appendix). The
result is shown at the left. The propeller and spinner have been built
together, and the joint needed quite some correction to obtain a
smooth surface. I have replaced the top and bottom antennae in the
kit with pieces of 0.7 mm plastic rod, sanded to a sharp point. The
upper main landing gear doors I have replaced by copies cut from
0.5 mm plastic sheet, as the originals were far too thick. The shape of
the large main landing gear doors needed major rework and the
doors were also too short and too thick. The length has been corrected by adding a piece of 0.5 mm plastic and the doors have been
sanded down to the same thickness.
I have produced new support struts from brass tube of 0.7 and 0.5
mm diameter.
From a picture, reproduced in the section on the undercarriage, it appeared that the part of the wheel bays in the
wing was closed with a door when the landing gear was extended, probably to improve the flow around the
wing leading edge. I have produced these rectangular parts from 0.25 mm thick plastic. On that same picture
some damping devices can be seen hanging down. These I have also made from 0.25 mm plastic. Finally, I
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have separated the elevator halves from the horizontal tail plane, as well as the trim surface from the left elevator half.
Cockpit
The engraving of the cockpit
sides is quite good; the general
impression is correct, when compared to the photographs, obtained from the Stichting Koolhoven Vliegtuigen. With limited detailing a good representation of
the real aircraft can be obtained.
The instrument panel, however, is
quite rudimentary, and needs
quite some improvement. Especially the many levers and buttons
need to be modeled, as shown in
the composite photographs reproduced at the right. Also, the panel
in the kit seems rather small.
In the information package,
which I have received from the
Koolhoven people, there is a fine
drawing, reproduced at the left
that I will use as a reference.
The floor of the cockpit needs also some detailing, be it to a lesser
extent. The pictures show also
some details to be added around
the pilot seat.
The instrument panel in the kit
seemed rather small; it was only 9
mm wide and did not represent the instrument layout very accurately, compared to the drawing.
I have decided to construct a new panel based on that drawing and to reduce
the fuselage wall thickness as much as possible to accommodate it. This
made a width available of 10.5 mm, corresponding to 11.5 mm, if the angled
side panels were taken into account. So I have reduced the panel drawing to
11.5 mm and made a couple of prints, which I have glued to a sheet of 0,25
mm thick plastic as a template to cut out
the three panel parts. Note that I have also removed the rudder from the fuselage, which gave the opportunity to better adjust the fitting of the two fuselage halves, and will result in a more realistic model later.
I have cut out the three panel parts and glued them together, the right one
under an angle of 20 degrees, the left one under 30 degrees, derived from the
width of the panel in the “flat” drawing. After dry0fitting the new panel in
the fuselage, I have glued a support behind it to firmly attach it to the fuselage, slightly under the fuselage skin. The picture at the right shows the new
panel and the panel as included in the kit.
I have prepared the decals for the instrument panel, printed them on clear decal paper on my inkjet printer and
sealed them with clear varnish. As the decals of the panel did not fill a full “line” on the sheet, I have filled it up
with copies of
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scriptions included in the kit’s decal sheet to have some spares if I would damage one of
the originals.
The picture at the right shows the decal applied to the custom made instrument panel. I
have added only two levers, made of 0.25 mm and 0.15 mm metal wire to the left hand
panel; I did not manage to put the other three.
The interior of the cockpit of the F.K.58 was painted blue-grey; Humbrol
145 is the right colour. The general arrangement of the cockpit is shown rather well in one of the cut-away drawings, shown at the left. The OPL RX 393
gun sight, shown on top of the anti-glare
panel, has not been mounted on all
F.K.58s, as the aircraft on most pictures
are equipped with a conventional tubular
gun sight. Also, the reports on the accuracy of the OPL gun sight are not always
very favorable.
I have modeled the throttle block, the flap lever and the trim wheel on the
left side of the cockpit, but I have left the right side as moulded on the fuselage inside, only adding one lever at the top block.
On the cockpit floor I have only added a
compass, a lever and crank at the right
side of the seat and rudder pedals.
The rear part of the cockpit is not modeled
at all in the kit. The radio equipment,
shown in the picture at the right, is placed
rather far behind the pilot seat just before
the antenna location, so I will not model
it, because it will not be visible in the
completed model.
On one of the cut-away drawings the arrangement of the rear part of cockpit and fuselage can be seen. In the part
behind the canopy a framework of metal tubes is visible, at the bottom part
closed with a sheet of
metal.
Behind
that
framework there is a luggage compartment closed
with a forward and rear
bulkhead.
I have modeled the
framework from 0.5 mm
plastic rod and the bulkhead and the sheet of
metal from 0.5 mm plastic sheet. At the
left side against the fuselage wall an oxygen bottle is mounted, which I have produced from a piece of sprue and some
0.25 mm metal wire.
After having given the new frame struts a
coat of grey-blue paint, the two fuselage
halves have been glued together. The new
interior fitted quite well, as show in the picture at the right.
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Now that the fuselage had been closed, I could glue the instrument panel in
place. I have applied quite a lot of thick cyanoacrylate glue to support stud to
prevent it from coming loose later on.
I have glued the PE seatbelts, painted dark
green, in place and have given the hole
interior a light sepia wash, after which I
have glued the cockpit floor in place. The
wing served quite well as a gluing clamp.

Engine
On Internet I found two good photographs of the Gnome-Rhone GR 14N engine, but not specifically of the 39 version. So I have selected the picture I
liked best (having most contrast) as the
reference for my model.
The cleaning of the two green engine
parts took quite some effort, but finally I
managed to get something more or less
acceptable from it. Also the white centerpiece needed quite some correction, as it was rather skewed
I have also cleaned and adjusted the cowling parts (it
starts to become repetitive, but also they were irregular
and needed major rework) and glued the two halves together. I have fitted the assembled engine into the cowling. After some minor adjustments the result was acceptable.
Fitting the engine in the cowling showed that its diameter is too large; the front part was recessed relative to the cowling front plane. So I have
sanded a bit off the top of the cylinders and painted them black again. I have attached two
small pieces of 0.25 mm metal wire to each of the cylinders with thin cyanoacrylate glue
to simulate the valve rods, first the rear row and then the front one. When that had set, I
have dry brushed the engine with gun metal paint.
Attaching the engine to the fuselage was rather
tricky; the stubs keeping the engine in its correct
location had to be adjusted and the front contact surface was not flat.
After adjustment, but before the glue had hardened, I have dry fitted the
cowling to see whether everything was well adjusted.
The photographs show a black propeller with metal parts of the speed
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mechanism at the root of the blades. The blades also carry the logo of the supplier, which I
have assumed to be Hamilton Standard 2. The picture shows the finished propeller.
Fuselage
The fuselage halves did not have equal length; there was a difference of about half a millimetre, not much, but disturbing, because navigation lights, horizontal tail planes and other fittings on the rear fuselage
were not aligned. I have corrected this by making a saw cut
in the right fuselage half just before the place of the horizontal stabiliser and gluing the two parts together again, just
sufficient to compensate or the misalignment.

In an old issue of the Cockpit magazine, reproduced at the left, I found a picture of the reference aircraft without registration 11, but with the
tail plane inscriptions of that aircraft, as reproduced on the decal sheet. This picture also
showed four air outlets behind the engine, which
are missing on the model. Pictures in other references confirmed that the 11 has also four outlets
at the right side 3.
To reproduce those openings on the model I
have sized the side view with Photoshop to the
same length of the fuselage, mirrored it, cut out
the prints and glued them on the fuselage halves
with a glue that does not attack the plastic.

I have then transferred the location of the slits to
the fuselage halves with
a pin, removed the paper and drilled three 0.3
mm holes at the place of each of the slits,
which I have connected with the point of a
sharp knife.
The kit contained two vacuum formed canopies, which offered the
opportunity to mount the canopy in an open position. From the first
canopy I have used only the middle piece. The small window at the
rear of the sliding part of the canopy I have not used; I have constructed a window frame from 0.5 x 0.25
mm strip and have made custom windows 4
with Kristal Klear. I have used the other canopy for the windscreen.
I have only painted the canopy after I had painted the airframe as it should match the
camouflage pattern. The first layer, which will be visible from the inside, has been
painted grey.
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Wing and tail surfaces
I have cleaned the three wing parts, moulded in the green
plastic, of their excessive flash and removed the ailerons.
Dry-fitting them together revealed quite some defects. The
chord of the two upper wing halves was larger than that of
the lower wing side and also the trailing edge was far to
thick. Next to inconsistent dimensions of the moulds, they
have apparently not been pressed sufficiently together during
production, which explains also the excess flash. I have
sanded the inside surface away as much as possible to improve the fitting.
Fitting the wing to the fuselage gave a better result. The gap
between fuselage and wing root at the top was rather limited
and easy to correct. At the lower side there was a small difference in height between wing center section and fuselage,
which could be corrected by taking away a bit of material at
the recess for the wing in the fuselage.
A more serious defect is that left and right fuselage halves
are not equally long; the right side is about 0.5 mm longer
than the left side, which shows up very clearly at the navigation light on the tail and at the trailing edge of the vertical
stabilizer. As outlined above, I have corrected this by sawing
the rear part of the left fuselage half off and gluing the parts
again together.
Before gluing the upper and lower wing parts together, I
have removed the flaps from the lower wing parts and sanded the gluing surface a bit down to get a better wing trailing
edge. I had also to sand the top surface a bit, which removed
the protruding panel lines. I have carefully replaced these by
engraved ones. The wing chord difference I have resolved
by gluing small strips of 0.5 mm plastic under the top surface of the wing, which I have sanded to a sharp trailing
edge.
I have cut new flaps from 0.16 mm sheet material and detailed their upper side with some ribs from the same sheet
material and a spar made from a left over piece of plastic
strip.
I have given the wing a first coat of paint and have glued it
to the fuselage. It fitted rather well at the topside, leaving
only a very small gap at the wing roots, which I have filled
up with Vallejo putty. The bottom side was a quite different
case. Although I had already adjusted the seat of the wing
quite a bit before assembly, there was still a difference of
several tenths of a millimeter left that needed correction by
sanding.
As can be seen on the pictures I have also glued the horizontal stabilizer halves in place, setting them perpendicular to
the vertical. Prior to that I had already drilled holes for the
double bracing wires between the stabilizer and the top of
the fin and holes for the rudder control cables.
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Undercarriage
The picture at the left, taken from ref. 3, shows some details
that have not been reproduced in the Broplan kit. First it appears, that a door covers the place, where the main landing
gear leg is stowed when retracted, when the landing gear is
extended (probably to improve the aerodynamic efficiency of
the wing leading edge in that configuration). This feature has
been produced from a piece of 0.25 mm thick plastic sheet.
Next there are in the center wheel bay two light coloured
things hanging down, of which I assume that they are some
kind of damping device to attenuate the shock when the undercarriage is retracted. Again, these have been modeled from
0.25 mm plastic sheet. The black lines (probably some rope to
keep the damping cushions together) I have scratched in the
plastic and accentuated with a bit of black wash.
In two pictures from the handbook some more details can be seen. The large main landing gear door is attached to the leg on four places with clamping devices. These I have
again simulated with pieces of 0.13 mm metal strand. Also, the support strut is basically
the hydraulic cylinder for landing gear retraction, hence has two sections with clearly different diameter and very likely different surface finish. The picture at the
left also shows that the door closing the
bay for the landing gear leg when it is
extended folds against the wing leading
edge. The line for the wheel brake is
also clearly visible. It seems to be a
Bowden cable, so a mechanical actuation. However, on photographs of aircraft waiting for delivery to France a tube is shown that is more likely to be a
hydraulic line. I have modeled this last option from 0.13 mm metal strand
painted black with a lacquer stick. The paint does not attach well to the wire.
I have also modeled the brakes from a 3 mm disc of 0.25 mm plastic with a
1.5 mm holes in the middle and glued these to the
landing gear leg. The picture at the right shows the
main landing gear parts
prior to assembly.
I have assembled wheel
and landing gear legs and glued them in the holes in the
wing after application of the camouflage scheme and a layer
of gloss varnish. According to pictures and drawings the
legs are normal to the ground and angled slightly forward.
With the legs mounted the model can be better handled during the application of the decal and the sealing coat of satin
varnish. Next I have glued the two rectangular doors, that
close part of the opening when the gear is extended, in place
and have cut the two
struts with cylinders to
size and glued them in
place between the landing gear legs and the
wheel bays.
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I could not find photographs of the wheel bays
showing the hydraulic lines that must have run
from the fuselage to the undercarriage, but I assume at least three lines must have run to each
undercarriage leg: gear up, gear down and brake. I
have modeled these from 0.25 mm metal wire,
dark grey painted and fitted into 0.3 mm holes. I
have also given a wash to the wheel bay. I have also fitted the damping bags such
that the roughly reproduced the view in the pictures. Finally I have fixed the main
landing gear doors in place with some thick cyanoacrylate glue.
Final assembly
I have painted the upper surfaces (as indicated in the instruction sheet reproduced below) dark blue grey and the
undersurfaces light blue grey, although sources don’t agree on the correct colours. Note that I had already replaced the Humbrol 77 by 145.
Attaching the engine to the fuselage was not easy; I had to use thick cyanoacrylate glue to fix it, and even then alignment to the engine was very
tricky. After this first coat of paint the joint between tail planes and fuselage
was rather ugly, so I had to apply Tamiya putty to obtain a smooth surface.
Also, the joints between fuselage and wing root showed up again, which I
have repaired with
some more Vallejo
putty.
The camouflage pattern suggested by Broplan is quite complicated. As I had no indications it was not
correct, I have copied
the brown and khaki
field boundaries with a
soft pencil on the model and indicated the
colours with small
pieces of tape 5. To eliminate all
pencil traces I had to retouch
some areas a bit.
I have painted the rudder blue,
white and red; I prefer that over
using the decals supplied and I
had still some paint left of the
right shade of blue from a previous project. The other decals I
will use unmodified. The decal
for the rudder I have used to test
the compatibility of the decals
with Microscale Set, Sol and satin
varnish. They passed all tests.
The picture at the left shows the model and the control surfaces prior to the
application of a layer of gloss varnish to prepare for decal application. It also
shows the wheel brakes (three copies, one spare), the small exhausts painted
rust (Humbrol 113) and the damping pads.
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As can be seen in the picture of the painting scheme a small part (3.5 mm) of the 17 mm diameter roundels
passes over the ailerons. I have marked that on the decal sheet and have also given the decals a location code;
that way I can assure that I will apply matching decal parts. I have cut the decals with a
sharp knife. This has to be done in one cut, as repeating the cut on the fragile decal material generally results in damaging them. Even with these precautions
some decals got damaged. I have found the missing
part, lost it again (probably red on red), but ultimately
found it a second time when I was applying the satin
varnish coat. In the mean time I had already “repaired” the damaged area with red paint.
I have also applied the very small decals to the rudder. They are very sharply printed and
well readable with a magnifying glass. At the right some pictures of the model prior to
the application of the sealing layer of satin varnish are shown.
After sealing model and control surfaces with a layer
of satin varnish 6 I have mounted PE control horns to
the rudder and the rudder and elevator trim surfaces in
a superficially drilled hole, fixing them with a couple
of drops of thin cyanoacrylate glue.
I have also attached the exhausts, painted a rust colour
(Humbrol 113) to the engine cowling. They still will be dry-brushed with
gun metal.
The stabilizer tips are rigged to the top of
the fin with a double line. I have drilled
0.3 mm holes and applied the rigging
lines made from 0.06 mm fishing line in
the standard manner, tensioning them
with small pieces of tape and fixing the
lines with two drops of thin cyanoacrylate glue, applied with a thin metal
wire. When the glue had dried I have cut the ends of line at the lower side of
the stabilizer with a very sharp knife flush to the surface; only two small
black spots are left then, which have been retouched with light blue.
The support struts of the stabilizer in the kit are
rather crude, so I have replaced them with V-struts
made from 0.9 x 0.55 mm brass streamline strip. I
have tapered the ends of the struts, painted them
light blue and glued them in place with thick superglue.
On one of the cut away drawings the extended position of the flaps is shown; I estimated the deflection angle to be 45 degrees. So I have glued the
flaps into that position.
Next I have glued the trim surfaces to the rudder
and elevator and added push-pull rods made from
0.13 mm black painted metal strand.
I have also glued the ailerons in place in a slight
right turn deflection. The picture shows that the
windshield has got loose from the fuselage due to
the handling in assembling the underside detail.
I have produced the machine guns from brass tube
of 0.5 x 0.3 mm, painted gun metal. A particularity
of the gun accommodation is that the inboard gun lies slightly shifted to the rear relaRob Hamann; 12-03-2006 - 10
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tive to the outboard gun. This has been done to limit the width of the “gun pack” under the wing.
The tail wheel as included in the kit did not have a pin-hole connection to the
fuselage, which would make the connection very fragile. So I have glued a
0.25 mm metal wire in a 0.3 mm hole
drilled in the tail wheel leg and have fitted
the assembly in a 0.3 mm hole, drilled in
the fuselage. The model now stood neatly
on its legs.
The last part still to be produced was the
gun sight. The gun sight frame in the kit is
far too crude, so I have soldered a new
frame from 0.4 mm brass wire. The sight
itself comes from a PE set by Airwaves
(English WW2 Seats). Assembled it had
the right look, and I have drilled two 0.4
mm holes in the forward fuselage top to
mount the gun sight. I have made a pitot
tube with a piece of the smallest size
Strutz brass streamline profile and a piece
of 0.4 mm brass wire. As with the Koolhoven F.K.56 the pitot tube is mounted on
the trailing edge of the wing.
The elevator I have mounted deflected
upwards corresponding to the downward reflected trim. Hinges have been
simulated by three drops of thick superglue. The elevator halves have been
kept in place with pieces of tape until the glue had dried. The rudder has
been mounted the same way deflected to the left.
I have painted the navigation lights on the tail first silver and then transparent red. Top and bottom antenna have been mounted; the connection of the
top one with the fuselage has been reinforced with a piece of metal wire. I
have simulated the rails of the canopy, which will be mounted in an open position, with dark grey painted 0.25
mm metal wire.
I have made the rudder control cable of black
painted 0.06 mm fishing line, glued in the 0.3 mm
holes just behand the stabilizer struts and tensioned with a piece of tape, as I usually do. I have
glued the two parts of the canopy in place with
Microscale Kristal Klear. The picture also shows
the two 0.4 mm holes, where the gun sight will be
mounted. The gun sight has been secured with
some drops of thin cyanoacrylate glue (it fitted so
well that it would fall out without it).
Last “big” part to be glued in place was
the pitot tube on the trailing edge of the
right inner wing. And of course the red
and green navigation lights on the wing
tips, which I had made of half slices of
1.2 mm plastic rod, which I had painted
transparent red and green.
Now the model was ready for the last
touch up of glue spots and paint defects.
Below some pictures of the finished model are shown.
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Appendix

Pictures, drawings and other documentation of the Koolhoven F.K.58

Modifications & corrections
M = modification, C = correction
Change Location/part Modification or correction
M01
Cockpit
Rear windows canopy removed &
window frame constructed; new
windows added
M02
Cockpit
Middle part canopy cut loose
M03
Cockpit
Forward part canopy cut loose
(from spare copy)
M04
Cockpit
Throttle, trim wheel, flap lever
added on left side
M05
Cockpit
Small handle added on right ride
M06
Cockpit
Compass and rudder pedals added
to floor
M07
Cockpit
Lever next to seat added
M08
Cockpit
Crank next to seat added
M09
Cockpit
French WW II seat belts added
C01
Cockpit
New correctly shaped and enlarged
instrument panel
M10
Engine
Valve rods added
C02
Engine
Diameter decreased
C03
Fuselage
Length right half shortened
C04
Fuselage
Fitting stubs engine corrected and
front surface adjusted
M11
Tail
Elevator cut loose
M12
Tail
Rudder cut loose
M13
Tail
Trim surface left elevator cut loose
and controls added
M14
Tail
Trim surface left rudder cut loose
and controls added
M15
Tail
Rudder controls added
M16
Undercarriage New thinner small wheel doors
added
C05
Undercarriage Main doors made thinner and
longer; width corrected
C06
Undercarriage Wheel bay doors main carriage

M17
M18

Undercarriage
Undercarriage

M19

Undercarriage

M20
M21

Wing
Wing

C07

Wing

added
Hydraulic line wheel brakes added
Landing gear leg attachments added
Retraction shock damping cushions added
Ailerons cut loose
Landing flaps removed from lower
wing half
Chord lower right wing half increased

Photographs & drawings

[Source: Stichting Koolhoven Vliegtuigen]
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Koolhoven FK.58

July 1938
Gnome-Rhone GR 14N 49b engine
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Koolhoven FK.58

July 1938
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1

49.2 mm including propeller.

2

I have not been able to check whether this is correct, although it is probably correct, as the Stichting Koolhoven Vliegtuigen have provided me with an image of the Hamilton Standard logo. Luckily I had a decal set of those logos.
3

The other F.K.58s with Gnome-Rhone engines had two outlet openings at those locations.

4

This also fitted nicely with the decision to model the framework in the rear top part of the cockpit.

5

A very useful tip of a fellow modeler; with this it is virtually impossible not to make any mistakes.

6

I first finished the model with Humbrol satin varnish (135), but it had a different composition as before, probably because Humbrol had
changed supplier, and the finish showed rather a lot of brush stripes. In the end I have changed to Vallejo varnish (70.522), which is really ideal for the job.
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